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1. INTRODUCTION
The installer must read these instructions carefully and fully understand the operation of this system prior
to entering into service. Save this manual and any related documentation for future reference.
WARNING: This manual is to be reviewed by qualified service and installation personnel only.
To avoid injury and or electrical shock, do not perform any installation or servicing
other than that contained in this manual, unless qualified.
The Allestec series 800 Fire / Gas Panel is primarily designed to interface to stand-alone optical fire detector heads, smoke detectors, and gas transmitters, activating suppression systems utilizing the class B
configuration. Various modules consist of the basic panel to provide a complete non-coded system to
accept industrial detector outputs and appliances. The modules can be utilized as stand-alone in some
signaling applications. The flexible rack housing allows users to purchase up to 16 modules as expansion is needed. All modules incorporated into the panel communicate to each other through the rear
motherboard to eliminate external wiring. System designers can select the various modules below to
satisfy the requirement for a complete system. Duplicated modules within the same rack are permitted
to allow expansion. The front locking panel door, P/N 1192-XX is required to meet NFPA requirements
for fire modules.
Input Module:
FM Approved
800-1440

Accepts up to three optical or four wire smoke detectors with dry relay contacts
and the ability to vote between the three channels. Once activated by a detector, the Input Module can initiate the Release Module and the Alarm Module.

Input Vote Module:
800-1530

Accepts up to two optical or four wire smoke detectors with dry relay contacts
and the ability to vote between each channel or vote between other Input Vote
Modules. Once activated by a detector, the Input Vote Module can initiate the
Release and Alarm Module.

Manual Pull Module:
FM Approved
800-1441

Accepts Manual Pull Stations in parallel and has an inhibit feature. Once activated by a Manual Pull Station, the module can initiate the Release and Alarm
Module.

Alarm Module:
FM Approved
800-1442

The Input, Manual Pull, or Gas Module activates this module. When activated,
the Alarm Module will sound the appliance devices and turn on the strobe. This
module can be activated and silenced remotely.

Release Module:
FM Approved
800-1443

The Input or Manual Pull activates this module. This module can be selected to
activate a main and / or reserve tank through solenoids. Parameters are selected for timed or instant release. This module has an inhibit feature to test the
system.

Fault Module:
FM Approved
800-1444

System malfunctions will be annunciated from the Fault Module. The Fault
Module is common to all modules in the mounting rack. This module has an
auxiliary fault input.

Abort Module:
FM Approved
800-1436

Digital single display counts down remaining time until discharge. Various
modes of operation are available from the Release Module. The Abort Module
can utilized in the Allestec panel or panels by other manufactures.

Abort Module:
FM Approved
800-1437

Dual digital display counts down remaining time for two independent discharge
systems. The Abort Module can be utilize in the Allestec panel or panels by
other manufactures.

Gas Module:
800-1457

The NT420 Gas Module accepts industrial standard 4-20mA outputs and can
communicate to the Alarm Module and Fault Module. Systems requiring only
gas detection may utilize the module exclusively. Three alarm points are controlled by an integral microprocessor, programmable from the front panel.

Locking Enclosure:
FM Approved
800-1192

Accommodates all 800 series modules into a standard 19” EIA rack. Rack size
available is from 2 to 16 slots. This enclosure has an acrylic window that will
lock allowing full view of the modules.

Open Enclosure:
800-1690

Accommodates all 800 series modules into a standard 19” EIA rack. Rack size
available is from 2 to 16 slots. This enclosure has an architect low profile style
bezel.

Blank Face Plate:
FM Approved
800-1315

Accommodates unoccupied slots of the rack.

2. SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 GENERAL
System operating voltage: 20 – 28 VDC, 24V nominal
Supervised relay outputs – fused for 2A 24VDC
PCB construction: 1/16” 2 Oz FR-4 fiberglass, double sided, plated through holes, solder mask
Module size: 3.5”H X 1”W X 7” deep
Rack: Steel, yellow zinc chromate finish

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating ambient temperature: 0 Degrees Fahrenheit to 150 Degrees Fahrenheit
Operating humidity: non-condensing 0 – 90%

2.3 MODULE SPECIFIC
Input Module:
800-1440

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 31mA, alarm: 65mA
Fuse: Module power: F1 1/20A micro fuse
Detector head power fuse: F2 2A micro fuse
Dry relay output: 5A 30VDC , or 125, 250VAC
End of line resistor: 3.9K .5W 5% carbon composition P/N 1211

Input Vote Module:
800-1530

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 30mA, alarm: 54mA
Fuse: Module power : F1 1/20A micro fuse P/N 1335
Detector head power fuse: F2 3A micro fuse P/N 1529
Fire relay output: 5A 30VDC, or 125, 250VAC
Relay configuration: DPST
Open collector output: Normally energized – sinks 500mA @ 24VDC continuous
End of line resistor: 3.9K .5W 5% carbon composition P/N 1211

Manual Pull Module:
800-1441

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 25mA, alarm: 42mA
Fuse: Module power : F1 1/32A 5mm glass
Dry relay output: 5A 30VDC
End of line resistor: 3.9K .5W 5% carbon composition P/N 1211

Alarm Module:
800-1442

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 30mA, alarm: 90mA (excluding bell /
horn & strobe)
Fuse: Module power : F1 1/32A 5mm glass. Bell F2 2A, Horn F3 2A, Strobe F4
2A
Supervised relay outputs: Each relay – 2A 24VDC
End of line resistor: 3.9K .5W 5% carbon composition P/N 1211

Release Module:
800-1443

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 37mA, alarm: both solenoids with coil
resistance ratted at 68 ohm, .72A
Fuse: Module power: F1 .1A micro fuse
Discharge time: Main solenoid – up to 127 seconds, reserve solenoid – up to
127 seconds.
Supervised relay outputs: Each relay - 4A 24VDC

Fault Module:
800-1444

Operating Current @ 24 VDC quiescent: 31mA, maximum 40mA
Fuse: Module power F1 50mA
Dry relay output: 5A 30VDC

Abort Module:
800-1436/1437

Operating current @24VDC:
Primary board: 18mA quiescent, 105mA maximum
Secondary board option (including primary board): 21mA quiescent, 185mA
Maximum
Fuse F1: Primary board: 125mA P/N 1394
Secondary board installed: 250mA P/N 1414
Audible: Sonalert pulse 1 cycle per second during count down
Frequency: 3.8KHz @ 75dB 1m
Mounting: Standard 3 gang wall mount switch box
Bezel: Stainless Steel

Gas Module:
800-1457

Operating current @ 24V: 115mA maximum @ 20mA sensor input;
64mA quiescent at 4mA sensor input
Dry relay alarm outputs: 5 amps, 30VDC resistive, 250VAC
Fault output: Open collector transistor – sink 24VDC at 1 amp
Gas sensor fuse: Maximum fuse – 3A P/N 1529
Display: Red 7 segment display: Low scale displays ur for under range readings
below -9. High scale displays 1H for 100, then or for over range and oc for over
current
Dominant wavelength: 640nm
Size: .3” high
Display LED’s:
Red – HIHI indicates high high alarm
Red – HI indicates high alarm
Orange – LO indicates low alarm
Yellow – FAIL indicates a fault condition
Weight: 4.8 Oz.
Operational Features:
4-20mA recorder output
Open collector fault transistor output
Over range, under range, fault annunciation
Three levels of alarm set points activate associated relays
Real time digital display of 0-25mA current in program mode
Module is able to interface to any standard 4-20mA output device
Real time digital display from -9 to 100 %LFL, PPM, %input current
Compatible with 800-1442 Alarm Module and 800-1444 Fault Module
Set points, relay functions, calibrations are fully programmable from front panel
Design Features:
Linear scale
Digital filter
100 millisecond sampling rate
Integral microprocessor design
True analog to digital conversion
Memory retention with loss of power
Input power reverse polarity protected
True digital display representation of loop current

3. INSTALLATION
3.1 BENCH TOP TRIAL
It is highly recommended that the entire system is first connected on a bench top to establish correct
module dip switch locations. Connect initiating devices, appliances and solenoids without their respective tanks to emulate an actual alarm sequence. Become familiar with the various options available and
know what the sequence of events of the panel are before permanently installing the system.
NOTE: After resetting any module, allow two seconds to expire to before proceeding to another
function.

3.2 PANEL MOUNTING
Refer to figure 2 to identify the spacing of the panel mounting holes. Locate the panel in a secure structure free from high vibration, rain, airborne particles and condensation. The panel is designed to be located in the interior of a building, NEMA 1 environment.

3.3 FIELD WIRE INSTALLATION
The electrical conduit and wiring must be installed in accordance with the following agencies: National
Fire Protection Agency, National Electrical Code, local and state jurisdiction having authority.
Color coded wires are recommended for ease of identification while installing the system. The use of
stranded copper wire is recommended. The field wire diagram of figures 4,5,7 illustrates the modules
configured with inputs and outputs being utilized for a typical installation.
CAUTION: DO NOT locate any panel signal / sensory wires in conduit with AC power, or any
type of line that may contain frequency components that are representative of AC
voltages. Isolate signal / sensory wires from AC carrying wires.
Power and ground wire gauge must be of sufficient size to ensure that the voltage drop at the maximum
current draw will not reduce operating voltage at the last initiating detector device to less than manufactures recommended rating.
Solenoid circuits will have no more than 5 ohms resistance per each conductor. Bell, horn and strobe
will have no more than 5 ohms resistance per each conductor. 16 AWG is the minimum recommended
wire size for the output appliance circuits.
The initiating device relay signal conductors will have no more than 10 ohms resistance per each single
conductor between the Input Module and the alarm contact. All other panel signal wiring will have no
more than 10 ohms resistance per each conductor. 18 AWG wire is the minimum size recommended
for these signal field wires. Wire size smaller than 20 AWG is not recommended for installation.

Figure 1. Complete assembled view (eight channel rack illustrated)

Figure 2. Recommended panel cut-out

Figure 3. Exploded view assembly

Figure 4. Field wire installation

Figure 5. Field wire installation – continued

Figure 6. Hole location to mount Abort Module bezel

Figure 7. Field wire connections on Abort Module

3.4 STANDARD ENCLOSURE
The standard EIA 19 inch rack will accept from two to sixteen modules. The user will specify the amount
of slots required to satisfy the installation and will specify additional slots if future expansion is required.
When fully expanded, the rack will consist of the following:
[]

Sixteen, ten slot terminal strips mounted to the rear of the panel designated as TB1. Electrical
connections for appliances, signal wires and detectors are connected here.

[]

Twelve, three slot terminal strips mounted to the rear of the panel designated as TB2. These
terminals will allow the power and negative to be connected to the motherboard. Input terminal
#1 of TB2 is the +24VDC and terminal # 2 is common to negative.

[]

Electrical connections on the motherboard to route signals to and from each module.

The positive +24V connections are bussed together and are located at TB2-1 on the rear of the panel.
Connect the redundant power supply positive to any one of these TB2-1 locations. All negative connections are bussed together and are located at TB2-2. Connect the power supply negative to TB2-2. TB23 is utilized for a common reset on the Gas Module.

3.5 PANEL TERMINAL STRIPS
With the power disconnected, connect the field wiring to the terminal strips as shown in the respective
wiring diagram. Strip off just enough insulation from the wire until the bare wire reaches to the bottom of
the mounting terminal and then secure the terminal screw. When connecting wires to the terminal strips,
it is imperative that no frayed wires make contact to adjacent terminals, especially where there may be
AC power connected to the auxiliary relay contact terminals.
Wire diagrams illustrating the rear panel view of the terminal strips will include some terminal strips
where there will be no connection (N.C.). Refer the field wiring diagrams for more specifics and figure 8
for terminal strip designations.

Figure 8. Eight channel rack (rear view)

3.6 POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENT
This panel can be utilized only in installations capable of supplying DC power where two independent and
reliable DC power sources are available. The recommended power backup should be rated to supply
enough reserve power to provide for the entire system for 24 hours. The power source must include a
main power supply to power the system and a backup power supply in the event that the main power is
lost. In most applications, the standard arrangement would include a power supply connected to
115VAC with the same source charging the backup batteries. This backup power supply must not interfere with the operation of the panel if the primary power is lost. Refer to the NFPA 72 requirements to
satisfy the correct procedure for supplying DC power to the system.
CAUTION: Under no circumstances should the customer circumvent the dual power
system required for the system as described above.
CAUTION: DO NOT insert or remove any module while the system is under power or
accidental agent discharge may result if utilizing the Release Module.
For calculating the correct 24 VDC regulated power supply, add the maximum power of each detector,
module and appliance. Add 25% of that calculation back into the figure.
Example:
2 Detector Heads
4 Modules
Horn
Strobe
TOTAL
25% of ~80
Minimum required:

10 Watts
26 Watts Including two solenoids rated at 67 ohms
20 Watts
25 Watts
-------81 Watts
20
-------~100 Watt power supply @ 24VDC

Observe conditions where the rise of ambient temperature requires power supply de-rating. Read the
primary and backup power supply specification sheet for more information. Although some applications
utilize an earth grounded power supply, Allestec recommends the power supply be floating.

3.7 EARTH GROUND
Connect a conductor no less than 1 ohm resistance from the chassis to Earth ground as shown in figure
4. This connection must be in accordance with Article 760 of the National Electric Code.

3.8 ZONING THE MODULES WITHIN THE RACK
The rear terminal panel can be configured to zone specified modules by Allestec. The Fault Module will
remain common to all modules. Contact Allestec if the system requirement has changed to a zoned configuration.

3.9 MODULE INSTALLATION - LOCATION - RESTRICTIONS
To install the modules into the rack, turn the mounting screw located on the front panel of the module
counter clockwise until it stops, then insert the module into the rack between the lower and upper nylon
rails, pushing the module toward the back until it snaps into place. Secure the module by turning the
same screw clockwise until it stops. The spare blank installs to the surface of the front of the rack. Its
latching mechanism is the same as the standard modules.

The location of modules within the rack is at the discretion of the installer. However, the Fault Module
must always be the last module located to the right, viewed from the front. Spare blank slots must be all
located to the far left or far right of the rack. There will be no blanks between the modules. After a module has been located in the rack and wired, the module must remain at that location. Multiple modules
may be placed in the same rack provided the customer understands the full operation of the complete
system. The rack can accommodate all fire modules, all gas modules, or a combination of both types of
protection.

Figure 9. Module front views

Figure 10. Abort Module front view
Model 800-1436

Figure 11. Abort Module front view
Model 800-1437

3.10 SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
For functions specific to each module, refer to its description in this manual.

3.11 POWER UP RESET
The system is designed to automatically reset to normal condition if there is power interruption or when
power is first applied.

3.12 LED INDICATORS
Red LED's indicate an alarm condition. These LED's are located on the upper half of all the modules.
Yellow LED's indicate a fault condition and are located on the lower half of all the modules. Green LED's
indicate power is on. Blinking green power LED's indicate the module is in inhibit mode. Refer to section
11.7 for specific LED indications of the Gas Module.

3.13 FUSE MONITORING
If any module power fuse opens in the system rack, the power LED of the module will go out and the
Fault Module will trip.

3.14 SYSTEM BUSS
The motherboard utilizes traces to transmit signals between each module. The signals that are utilized
are not accessible for external use.

4. INPUT MODULE (800-1440)
The Input Module is the primary module that monitors detector head dry relay contacts to trip the system.
This 3 channel module can be duplicated in the system to add more points of fire annunciation as
needed. To maintain a fully automatic operation, the system is designed to be utilized for non-latching
detectors; although, latching detectors may be utilized in some applications.
When activated by a detector, the fire LED will turn on as long as the detector remains in alarm. When
the alarm clears, the LED will blink to indicate there has been a relay closure on the respective input.
The module can be reset when all alarms on this module have been cleared.
The activation of the Input Module automatically initiates the Alarm Module and the Release Module.
The Release Module timing sequence will remain counting as long as a detector contact remains close.
Should the detector reset, the Release Module will reset its timers for the main and reserve tank back to
zero seconds, whether a tank has been activated or not.

4.1 VOTING
Refer to the dip switch selections to set the Input Module voting parameters. Refer to section 4.10 for
their operations. Voting channels must be actuated by the detectors simultaneously to trip the Input
Module if voting is utilized.
Voting can be utilized where the absolute confirmation of a fire exists, reducing false alarms. Allestec
does not recommend any standard switch configurations, since installations vary with design procedures
and environmental conditions.
CAUTION: The introduction of voting and / or time delays will slow the fire detection time
If a nuisance alarm trips one detector for no apparent reason, the Input Module fire LED will trip and latch
on that particular channel. The resulting blinking LED indicates that there is a potential for the Input
Module fire output to trip, because one channel registered a valid input condition, even though it may
have been an unwanted signal. Observe this type of warning signs to alleviate any possible false alarms.

4.2 TIME DELAY
The Input Module incorporates an adjustable time delay for use with detector heads that require screening nuisance alarm signals before it is deemed a valid alarm. Spurious IR or UV radiation, such as lightning, can trigger the detector head alarm relay for a short period of time that could result in a false alarm.
The time delay will allow the Input Module to be adjusted to ignore these unwanted signals.
R3, R4, and R5 are 4 turn potentiometers utilized to adjust the amount of lapse time after the detector
alarm relay closes. One clockwise revolution of the POTS equals approximately 4 seconds, and each
POT may be adjusted independently of each other. The maximum time of each POT is approximately
12 seconds.
If, for an example, R3 POT is adjusted for 5 seconds, and the module is not voting, the Input Module fire
alarm output signal will trip 5 seconds after the detector head fire relay trips. If the detector head relay
opens before the 5 seconds expire, the timer automatically resets and waits for another continuous 5
second detector head relay closure.
NOTE: If the voting switch is selected to trip when any detector alarms, the Input Module fire
output signal will trip on the POT that is adjusted to the shorter delay. If the voting
switches are voting between detectors, the Input Module fire output signal will trip on
the POT that is adjusted to the longer delay.

NOTE: If time delay is desired for the Input Module, the time must be considered when setting
the time in the Release Module. The time from the Input Module will be added to the
time of the Release Module.

4.3 AUXILIARY FIRE RELAY
The Input Module has a SPDT alarm relay that changes state if an alarm occurs. This relay can be set to
activate on the first or voted alarm, latching or non- latching. The relay contacts are rated at 5A, 30VDC
resistive, or 5A 250VAC.

4.4 BELL / HORN / STROBE
The Input Module can be programmed to trip the bell / horn / strobe (refer to Alarm Module) on the first
alarm or the voted alarm. The Alarm Module will activate immediately after the Input Module has confirmed the fire signal.

4.5 AGENT RELEASE SOLENOID
The Input Module can be programmed to energize the solenoid (refer to Release Module) on the first
alarm or voted alarm. Refer to the dip switch selections.

4.6 MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
If this module is to be located at the left side of the rack, switch SW1-1 must be closed. This switch
completes the supervision loop of the Fault Module. Should the Input Module be pulled out of the rack,
the Fault Module will trip.

4.7 FAULT INDICATION
An open conductor in any of the three fire input lines will turn on the front panel fault yellow LED and trip
the Fault Module. The sonalert can be silenced while locating the problem. Each fault LED represents
the numerical fire channel of the above fire LED's. Fire 1 - Fault 1, Fire 2 - Fault 2, Fire 3 Fault 3.

4.8 DETECTOR CONNECTION
The detector head power, TB1-7 will support detectors requiring no more than a total of 2A. This terminal is fused with fuse F2.
NOTE: The Input Module will not reset if this fuse is open.

4.9 DETECTOR MANUAL TEST SWITCH (OPTIONAL)
A recessed panel switch, (SW3), is utilized for detectors that employ remote test features. This switch
can be enabled to source or sink 24VDC @ .8VA. Use the supplied test rod to depress the recessed
front panel switch. Identify the J1 jumper location below for the correct selection.
J1-1
J1-2
J1-3
J1-4

Test switch contact N.O.
Test switch contact N.C.
Test switch sources +24VDC.
Test switch sinks +24VDC to ground.

4.10 INPUT MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
Switch poles must be in the ON position for these functions to operate properly. Only ONE switch can
be on in any selected function below.
MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
SW1-1

On only if this module is the first module on the far left side of the rack.

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY
SW1-2
SW1-3

Latching
Non-latching

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY voting
SW1-4
SW1-5
SW1-6

Any three inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip relay.
ANY 2/2 OR 2/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip relay.
ALL 3/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip relay.

ALARM MODULE BELL will activate under these switch selections
SW1-7
SW1-8
SW2-1

Any three inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.
Any 2/2 or 2/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.
All 3/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.

ALARM MODULE HORN will activate under these switch selections.
SW2-2
SW2-3
SW2-4

Any three inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.
Any 2/2 or 2/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.
All 3/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip ALARM MODULE.

RELEASE MODULE will activate under these switch selections.
SW2-5
SW2-6
SW2-7

Any three inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip RELEASE MODULE.
Any 2/2 or 2/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip RELEASE MODULE.
All 3/3 inputs of INPUT MODULE activated will trip RELEASE MODULE.

J2

Remove jumper to interrupt 24VDC to detector head when RESET switch is depressed.
Use this option to reset some detectors that require power interrupt for resetting.

Figure 12. Input Module P/N 1440 component view

4.11 PANEL TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS
INPUT MODULE
TB1#

CONDITIONS
NORMAL

ALARM

FAULT

1

FIRE 1 INPUT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

2

FIRE 2 INPUT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

3

FIRE 3 INPUT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

4

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY COMMON

5

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY N.C.

6

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY N.O.

7

DETECTOR 24DC+ POWER

8

DETECTOR OPTIONAL TEST

Refer to J2

5. INPUT VOTE MODULE (800-1530)
The model 800-1530 Input Module is an initiating module that monitors detector head dry relay contacts
to trip the system in the event of a fire. This two-input module can be duplicated in the system to add
more points of fire annunciation as required. The module can vote between other model 1530 modules
in the rack, where the combination of up to 4 detectors are required to satisfy the confirmed alarm condition. The model 1530 Input Module can be located in the same rack with the model 1440 three channel
Input Module. To maintain a fully automatic operation, the system is designed to be utilized for nonlatching detectors; although, latching detectors may be utilized in some applications.
When activated by a detector, the fire LED will turn on as long as the detector remains in alarm. When
the alarm clears, the LED will blink to indicate the detector relay has opened on the respective input.
The module can be reset when all alarms on this module have been cleared.
The activation of the Input Module automatically initiates the Alarm Module and the Release Module, if
utilized. The Release Module timing sequence will remain counting as long as a detector contact remains close. Should the detector reset prior to discharge, the Release Module will reset its timers back
to 0 seconds, then commence timing if the detector enters into an alarm condition, again.

5.1 MODULE TYPES
The model 1530 Input Module consists of two types of modules - the Master and Slave Module. The
Master Input Vote Module and the Slave Input Vote Module are similar except for the following: The Master Input Vote Module trips its local relay, the Alarm Module, and the Release Module. The Slave Input
Vote Module will trip only its local relay. Refer to the voting dip switch settings to identify the difference
between the modules. Each system requires a minimum of one Master Input Module. A system can
consist of only one Master Input Module when utilized with slave modules.

5.2 TIME DELAY (optional)
CAUTION: The introduction of voting and / or time delays will slow the fire detection time.
The Input Module incorporates an adjustable time delay for use with detector heads that require screening nuisance alarm signals before it is deemed a valid alarm. Spurious IR or UV radiation, such as lightning, can trigger the detector head fire relay for a short period of time that could result in a false alarm.
The time delay will allow the Input Module to be adjusted to ignore these unwanted signals.
R3 and R4 (TD1 and TD2 respectively) are 4 turn potentiometers utilized to adjust the amount of lapse
time after the detector head fire relay closes. One clockwise revolution of the POTS equals approximately 4 seconds, and each POT may be adjusted independently of each other. The maximum time of
each POT is approximately 12 seconds.
For an example, if TD1 POT is adjusted for 5 seconds, and the module is not voting, the Input Module
fire alarm output signal will trip 5 seconds after the detector head fire relay trips. If the detector head relay opens before the 5 seconds expire, the timer automatically resets and waits for another continuous 5
second detector fire relay closure.
NOTE: If the voting switch is selected to trip when any detector alarms, the Input Module fire
output signal will trip on the POT that is adjusted to the shorter delay. If the voting
modules are voting the detectors, the Input Module fire output signal will trip on the
POT that is adjusted to the longer delay.

NOTE: If time delay is desired for the Input Module, the time must be considered when setting
the time in the Release Module. The time from the Input Module will be added to the
time of the Release Module.

5.3 VOTING
Voting can be utilized where the absolute confirmation of a fire exists, reducing false alarms. Allestec
does not recommend any standard switch configurations, since installations vary with design procedures
and environmental conditions.
If a nuisance alarm trips one detector for no apparent reason, the Input Module fire LED will trip and latch
on that particular channel. The resulting blinking LED indicates that there is a potential for the Input
Module fire output to trip, because one channel registered a valid input condition, even though it may
have been an unwanted signal. Observe this type of warning signs to alleviate any possible false alarms.

5.4 FIRE RELAY
The Input Module has a dry contact DPDT fire relay that changes state if an alarm occurs. This relay
can be set to activate on the first or voted alarm, latching or non-latching. The relay contacts are rated at
5A, 30VDC resistive, or 5A 250VAC.

5.5 OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT
The Input Module has an open collector transistor output for each fire input channel. These two open
collector transistor outputs are normally activated (fail safe) and will sink 500mA @ 24VDC. If their respected fire input goes into alarm, the open collector output will float. The open collectors can be tied
together to form a parallel condition where the total combined outputs will open only while their respective inputs are all in alarm.

5.6 FAULT INDICATION
An open conductor in any of the two fire input lines will latch the panel fault yellow LED and trip the Fault
Module. The sonalert on the Fault Module can then be silenced while locating the problem. After the
problem is resolved, the Input Module fault LED's can be reset. Each fault LED represents the numerical
fire channel of the above fire LED's. Fire 1 - Fault 1, Fire 2 - Fault 2.
NOTE: The fault circuit will not reset if fuse F2 is open.

Figure 13. Input Vote Module P/N 1530 component view

5.7 DETECTOR MANUAL TEST SWITCH (optional)
A recessed panel switch (SW4) is utilized for detectors that employ remote test features. Use the supplied test rod to depress the recessed front panel switch. This switch can be enabled to source or sink
24VDC @ .8VA.

5.8 JUMPER LOCATION
J2-1
J2-2
J2-3
J2-4

Test switch contact N.O.
Test switch contact N.C.
Test switch sources +24VDC
Test Switch sinks +24VDC to ground

5.9 DETECTOR POWER OUTPUT
The detector head power, available at TB1-10, will support detectors requiring up to a total of 3A per Input Module. This terminal is fused with fuse F2.
NOTE: The Input Module will not reset if this fuse is open.
J1 Removal of this jumper will allow the 24VDC to the detector head interrupted when the RESET
switch is depressed. Use this option to reset detectors that require power interrupt for resetting.
Locate this jumper in the "spare" holder if not used.

5.10 MASTER INPUT VOTE MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
FIRST ALARM: When the Input Vote Module receives its first alarm via the rear TB1 input terminals, the
following functions occur, regardless of DIP switch settings:
Alarm Module channel 1(Bell) and channel 3(Strobe) activates {providing the module is utilized}.
VOTED ALARM: When the Input Vote Module satisfies a voting requirement, the following functions simultaneously occur.
1. Fire local relay changes state – based on SW1.
2. Alarm Module channel 2 (Horn) activates – based on SW2.
3. Release Module activates – based on SW2 {providing the module is utilized}.
SW1-1
SW1-1
SW1-2
SW1-2

OFF - 1st alarm of THIS module activates fire relay.
ON - Voted alarm from ANY Master or Slave module(s) activates fire relay.
OFF - Fire relay is non-latching.
ON - Fire relay is latching.

SW2
SW2-1
SW2-2
SW2-3
SW2-4

All four voting switches OFF disables the voting logic.
Any Input Vote Module alarm activates voting logic.
Any two Input Vote Module alarms activates voting logic.
Any three Input Vote Module alarms activates voting logic.
Any four or more Input Vote Module alarms activates voting logic.

NOTE: Allow only one switch to be in the “ON” position for SW2.

5.11 SLAVE INPUT MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
SW1
Same function as Master Input Module.
SW2
Same function as Master Input Module EXCEPT voting logic is limited to the fire relay.
SW2-5 Locate this switch to the ON position if this is the first left module located in the rack, as
viewed from the front. This switch completes the card removal fault, should any card be
removed from the rack.

Sequence of events for all DIP Switch configurations:
1. 1st alarm occurs in any Input Module:
A) The alarm is visually identified on the front panel with the Fire LED that corresponds to the alarm
input.
B) Its local fire relay will activate if SW1 is selected for the 1st alarm.
C) The Alarm Module channel 1 (Bell) circuit is activated.
D) The Alarm Module channel 3 (Strobe) circuit is activated.
2. Voted alarm is satisfied as established by the Master Vote Module, SW2 switch.
A) Its local fire relay will activate if SW1 is selected for the voted alarm.
B) The Alarm module channel 2 (Horn) circuit is activated.
C) The release module enters its pre-discharge mode and commences timing down.

NOTE: The Release Module can be inhibited prior to satisfying the vote logic by depressing the
inhibit switch located on the Release Module.
NOTE: If the 1st alarm is configured to be the voted alarm, all sequences in paragraphs one
and two occur simultaneously.

5.12 PANEL TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS

INPUT MODULE

CONDITIONS

TB1#

NORMAL

ALARM

FAULT

1

FIRE 1 INPUT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

2

FIRE 2 INPUT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

3

FIRE RELAY N.C.

4

FIRE RELAY COMMON

5

FIRE RELAY COMMON

6

FIRE RELAY N.O.

7

FIRE 1 OPEN COLLECTOR

SINKS 24VDC

OPEN COLLECTOR

8

FIRE 2 OPEN COLLECTOR

SINKS 24VDC

OPEN COLLECTOR

9

DETECTOR TEST OPTION

REFER TO JUMPER
GUIDE

10

DETECTOR POWER OUTPUT

REFER TO J1

TB2#
1

PANEL +24VDC INPUT

2

PANEL –24VDC NEGATIVE

3

MODULE REMOTE RESET

Momentary +24VDC to reset module

5.13 INPUT VOTING MODULE PART NUMBER
800-1530-

MODULE TYPE

TIME DELAY

TEST SWITCH

CODE OPTION:

CODE OPTION:

CODE OPTION:

M

MASTER

1

YES

1

YES

S

SLAVE

0

NO

0

NO

6. MANUAL PULL MODULE (800-1441)
Upon closure of a Manual Pull station, the Manual Pull Module FIRE LED will illuminate and the audio
and visual appliances will operate through the Alarm Module. The Release Module will be initiated at this
time. The Manual Pull signal is selective at the Release Module dip switch to pass through the time delay or bypass the time delay. The option to activate one or two tanks from the Manual Pull is also selective at the Release Module switch selections. Refer to figure 14 for the Manual Pull dip switch locations.

6.1 INHIBIT
This panel switch allows the user to test the audio and visual appliances while disabling the Main and
Reserve Tanks of the Release Module. All alarms must be clear and panel in normal operating mode to
invoke the Inhibit function. To activate the Inhibit function, depress the Inhibit switch on the front panel of
the Manual Pull Module. The green power LED will blink to indicate the Inhibit mode is valid. The Fault
Module will activate until the Inhibit mode clears. The Manual Pull can now be tested without affecting
the releasing mechanism. The Manual Pull station must be reset before the Manual Pull Module can be
reset.

NOTE: The Inhibit switch located on the Manual Pull Module has no relevance to the Inhibit on
the Release Module. The Release Module inhibit switch will not Inhibit the Manual Pull
module function.

NOTE: The Manual Pull will override an Abort command.
NOTE: Refer to the Release Module switch selections to allow the Manual Pull to release one or
two tanks.

6.2 FAULT ANNUNCIATION
An open in the Manual Release input wiring will illuminate the Yellow Fault LED and sound the sonalert
on the Fault Module. The sonalert can be silenced while locating the problem.

6.3 TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS

MANUAL PULL MODULE
TB1#

1

MANUAL PULL INPUT

2

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY COMMON

3

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY N.C.

4

FIRE OUTPUT RELAY N.O.

CONDITIONS
NORMAL

ALARM

FAULT

3.9K RESISTOR

NEGATIVE

OPEN

FIGURE 14. Manual Pull Module P/N 1441 component view

6.4 MANUAL PULL DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
Switch poles must be in the ON position for these functions to operate properly. Only ONE switch can be on
in any selected function below.
ALARM MODULE BELL will activate on this condition.
SW1-1 Close
ALARM MODULE HORN will activate on this condition.
SW1-2 Close
MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
SW1-3 On only if this module is the first module on the far left side of the rack.

7. ALARM MODULE (800-1442)
This module is activated by the initiating modules, Input Modules or the Manual Pull Module. Once
tripped, the configured output of this module will sound a bell / horn and turn on a strobe. The bell / horn
can be silenced by depressing the silence switch on the front panel. Any incoming alarms after the
Alarm Module has been silenced will reactivate the audibles. When the bell / horn is silenced, the LED
referencing that particular audible appliance will blink to indicate there is an audible device that has been
silenced. The strobe remains on during an alarm and during the silencing of the audibles. Each of the
three appliances are fused for 2A of current. All alarms must clear on the initiating modules before the
strobe can be reset. Refer to figure 7.5 for the dip switch locations.

7.1 REMOTE BELL / HORN SILENCE
The remote bell / horn silence input is an electrical extension to the silence switch located on the front
panel of the Alarm Module. The input is normally open and will activate with a momentary close.

7.2 AUXILIARY ALARM INPUT
An external input terminal is available for the connection of an auxiliary device that can trip the Alarm
Module. This input is connected to negative for normal status and trips the module if a momentary open
occurs in the line. Any successive alarms occurring after the audibles have been silenced will reactivate
the module. This input must be connected back to negative before the Alarm Module strobe can be reset.

7.3 MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
If this module is to be located at the left side of the rack, switch SW2-2 must be closed. This switch
completes the supervision loop of the Fault Module. Should the Alarm Module be pulled out of the rack,
the Fault Module will trip.

7.4 FAULT INDICATION
The bell / horn and strobe field wiring are supervised for an open or short in field wiring and will trip their
respective fault LED: BELL - FAULT 1, HORN - FAULT 2, STROBE - FAULT 3. This fault is indicated by
a steady glow of the yellow LED on the Alarm Module. The fault occurrence will also trip the Fault Module. The Fault Module can then be silenced while locating the trouble.

FIGURE 15. Alarm Module P/N 1442 component view

7.5 ALARM MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
Switch poles must be in the ON position for these functions to operate properly. Only ONE switch can
be on in any selected function below.
AUXILIARY ALARM INPUT (TB1-7)
SW1-1 Close to sound horn – strobe automatically turns on.
AUXILIARY ALARM INPUT (TB1-7)
SW1-2 Close to sound bell – strobe automatically turns on.
LOCAL & REMOTE SILENCE (TB1-8)
SW2-1 Close to silence bell and horn, otherwise, only bell will silence.
MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
SW2-2 On only if this module is the first module on the left side of the rack.

7.6 PANEL TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS

ALARM MODULE
TB1#

CONDITIONS
NORMAL

ALARM

FAULT

1

BELL NEGATIVE

3.9K RESISTOR

CHANGE –24V

OPEN/SHORT

2

BELL POSITIVE

ACROSS #1&2

CHANGE +24V

ACROSS #1&2

3

HORN NEGATIVE

3.9K RESISTOR

CHANGE –24V

OPEN/SHORT

4

HORN POSITIVE

ACROSS #3&4

CHANGE +24V

ACROSS #3&4

5

STROBE NEGATIVE

3.9K RESISTOR

CHANGE –24V

OPEN/SHORT

6

STROBE POSITIVE

ACROSS #5&6

CHANGE +24V

ACROSS #5&6

7

AUXILIARY ALARM

CONNECT TO

OPEN LINE

N/A

AUDIO/VISUAL TRIP

NEGATIVE

BELL / HORN

NORMALLY OPEN

8

REMOTE SILENCE

N/A

8. RELEASE MODULE (800-1443)
The Release Module will be activated by either the Input or the Manual Pull Module and is designed to
support a main and reserve tank. Depending on the occurring events, the module will respond to its preselected dip switch selections.
Wire the solenoids to the Release Module as shown in figure 5. Be certain that all connections are secure and there is no binding in the field wiring.
NOTE: Place reverse current protection diode in parallel with coil as shown in field wiring
diagram, figure 5.
CAUTION: DO NOT connect release solenoids to the Release Module until a
complete system check out has been done, or accidental discharge may
occur.
CAUTION: It is imperative that timing dip switches TD1 and TD2 have at least one
switch contact closed (ON) or TANK DISCHARGE WILL RESULT.

8.1 PROGRAMING TIMERS
The Release Module incorporates two timers that can be adjusted independently of each other. When
the Release Module is tripped by the Input Module or Manual Pull Module, both timers start timing simultaneously until their pre programmed times have expired. Should the confirmed alarm to the Release
Module go away (Input Module resetting) before any timer expires, both timers will automatically reset.
Refer to figure 16 for the timer locations.
The timers use a digital binary weighted switch where any time can be selected between one second and
127 seconds per timer. Locate TD1 and TD2 on the Release Module and notice the numbers below
each row of switches. The switch pole position is related to a set amount of time. Refer to the dip switch
cross reference below.
SWITCH CROSS REFERENCE:
Switch position(s) on

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Desired time in seconds

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

TD1 & TD2

Close the switch(s) that add up to the desired time required for activating the main and reserve tanks.
Main tank - TD1, Reserve tank - TD2.
Example: IF 64 seconds are desired, close switch position # 7, which corresponds to 64 seconds. If 45
seconds are desired, close switch position # 6, 4, 3, 1, which add up to 45 seconds.

8.2 INPUT MODULE ALARM – receiving alarm from Input or Input Vote Module
Scenario #1:

Release Module is activated and predetermined timing sequence is started. Upon
expiration of TD1, main tank will activate, the pressure switch would change position, and
fire would be extinguished. Reserve tank is not activated.

Scenario #2:

Release Module is activated and predetermined timing sequence is started. Upon
expiration of TD1, main tank will activate, the pressure switch will change position and fire
may not be extinguished. Persisting fire maintains through the timing sequence and upon
expiration of TD2, reserve tank will activate.

Scenario #3:

Release Module is activated and pressure switch malfunctions. Reserve tank will activate
in approximately 7 seconds + TD1 setting.

ABORT OPTION (Manual Pull will override an Abort command)
Type 1:

Pushing the abort switch and releasing it will start timers on the Release Module and Abort
Module back to their predetermined setting, even though the main tank may have
extinguished.

Type 2:

During either timing sequence, if the abort switched is pushed AND released BEFORE
either timer expires, the timing sequence is not modified or interrupted. The count down
will continue to maintain its current sequence. Pushing the abort switch BEFORE either
timer expires and releasing the switch AFTER either timer expires will automatically activate
either tank whose timer has been expired. The Main and / or Reserve LED on the Release
Module will turn off as long as the abort switch is held in.

8.3 MANUAL PULL ALARM Select delay or instant
TIME DELAY
Scenario #1:

Manual Pull Module activates the Release Module and the predetermined timing
sequence is started. Upon expiration of TD1, the main tank will activate, the pressure
switch would change position.

NOTE:

If the continuing sequence for firing the reserve tank is desired or not desired, refer to
switch SW1-7 to enable or disable the reserve tank. IF the continuing sequence is
desired, the reserve tank will be activated whether fire is out or not, unless the abort
function is activated.

Scenario #2:

Manual Pull Module activates the Release Module and pressure switch malfunctions.
Reserve tank will activate in approximately 7 seconds + TD1 setting, regardless of SW1-7
setting.

NOTE: Abort Panel displays timing digits but abort switch is inoperable.

INSTANT
Scenario #1:

Manual Pull Module activates the Release Module, the pressure switch changes state, the
main tank is instantly activated. The reserve tank will not function at all.

Scenario #2:

Manual pull Module activates the Release Module and the pressure switch malfunctions,
the reserve tank will activate in approximately 7 seconds + TD1 setting.

Scenario #3:

During an Input Module alarm, if the main tank has been activated and then the Manual
Pull is tripped, the reserve tank will instantly trip bypassing the TD2 timer, regardless of
SW1-7 setting.

NOTE: Optional Abort Panel does not function at all in the instant mode.

8.4 INHIBIT
All alarms must be clear and the panel in normal operating mode. Depress inhibit switch to test initiating
devices connected to the system. The inhibit function will isolate the main and reserve tank from the Release Module, for system testing purposes only. To activate the inhibit function, depress the inhibit
switch on the front panel of the Release Module. The green power LED will blink to indicate the inhibit
mode is valid. The Fault Module will activate until the inhibit mode clears. The system can now be
tested without affecting the releasing mechanism. The Release Module cannot be reset until all alarms
have cleared.
NOTE: The Inhibit switch located on the Release Module has no relevance to the Inhibit on the
Manual Pull Module. The Release Module inhibit switch will not inhibit the Manual Pull
Module function.

8.5 FAULT ANNUNCIATION
An open conductor in either of the release circuits will turn on the yellow Fault LED that corresponds to
that circuit. An open conductor in the pressure switch or abort line will turn on their corresponding fault
LED's. Any fault occurrence will activate the Fault Module. The Fault Module can be silenced while locating the problem.

FIGURE 16. Release Module P/N 1443 component view

8.6 RELEASE MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
Switch poles must be in the ON position for these functions to operate properly. Only ONE switch can
be on in any selected function below.
MANUAL PULL MODULE
SW1-1
TIME DELAY
SW1-2
INSTANT
ABORT TYPE
SW1-3
Type 1 (Restart)
SW1-4
Type 2 (Delay)
MODULE REMOVAL ALARM
SW1-5
Close this switch if this module is the first module located on the left side of the rack.
RESERVE TANK NOT UTILIZED
SW1-6
Close this switch to disable a fault condition if the reserve tank is not utilized.
RESERVE TANK DISABLED when Manual Pull activated
SW1-7
However; reserve tank will activate if pressure switch does not operate.
NOTE: Reserve tank option is valid ONLY in the TIME DELAY mode, SW1-1 on.

8.7 PANEL TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS

RELEASE MODULE
TB1#

CONDITIONS
NORMAL

ALARM

FAULT

1

MAIN TANK POSITIVE

SOLENOID SUPERVISED

CHANGE +24V

OPEN

2

MAIN TANK NEGATIVE

SOLENOID SUPERVISED

CHANGE –24V

OPEN

3

RESERVE TANK POSITIVE

SOLENOID SUPERVISED

CHANGE +24V

OPEN

4

RESERVE TANK NEGATIVE

SOLENOID SUPERVISED

CHANGE –24V

OPEN

5

PRESSURE SWITCH

NORMALLY CLOSED

OPEN

N/A

6

ABORT SUPERVISED INPUT

NORMALLY CLOSED

OPEN TO ABORT

OPEN

7

ABORT OUTPUT RESET

0 VOLTS

*24V TO RESET

N/A

8

CLOCK SYNC – SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS
*TYPE 1 ABORT

NOTE: If the Abort Panel is not utilized, ground TB1-6 of the Release Module.

9. FAULT MODULE (800-1444)
A fault in the system will be indicated on the module where the fault originates and will transfer the signal
to the Fault Module. The Fault Module will indicate the fault as a system fault and will sound the sonalert. The sonalert can then be silenced with the front panel reset switch. When the fault problem has
been resolved, the system fault LED will then turn off. Refer to section 9.5 for dip switch locations.
CAUTION: Before attempting to correct any trouble signal condition, make sure that the
Release Module and Manual Pull Module are in their INHIBIT mode. If this
condition cannot be met, remove power from the panel.

9.1 OUTPUT RELAY
The output relay is normally energized for fail safe operation and will change states on any fault condition, including power fail. The relay dry contacts are rated at 5A 30VDC resistive.

9.2 BATTERY / POWER SUPERVISION
A supervisory circuit monitors the DC input power to the system. Should the power rise to approximately
30V or fall to approximately 18V, the Battery Fault indicator will light and the sonalert will sound. Locate
and correct the problem.

9.3 AUXILIARY FAULT INPUT
The Auxiliary Fault is a normally closed input circuit that can be utilized to monitor closed contacts.
When the line is open, the Fault Module auxiliary fault LED will light. The sonalert will sound until it is silenced.

9.4 TERMINAL STRIP DESIGNATIONS

FAULT MODULE
TB1#

CONDITIONS
NORMAL

1

FAULT OUTPUT RELAY COMMON

2

FAULT OUTPUT RELAY N.C.

POWER OFF

3

FAULT OUTPUT RELAY N.O.

POWER OFF

4

AUXILIARY INPUT FAULT

NEGATIVE

ALARM

FAULT

N/A

OPEN

FIGURE 17. Fault Module P/N 1444 component view

9.5 FAULT MODULE DIP SWITCH SELECTIONS
Switch poles must be in the ON position for these functions to operate properly. Only ONE switch can be
on in any selected function below.
AUXILIARY INPUT BYPASS
SW1-1 Close – use if there is no connection to the auxiliary input.
FAULT RELAY OUTPUT
SW1-2 Close to latch.
SW1-3 Close for non-latching

10. ABORT MODULE (800-1436/1437)
Upon activation of the Abort Module, the Module will start to count down from its pre-selected time and
stop at zero, unless reset. If both displays are utilized, they will simultaneously start at their pre-selected
time. Depending on the style of abort selected from the panel, the timing sequence can be interrupted or
started over. Refer to the Release Module P/N 1443 instructions for more information.

10.1 SONALERT
The sonalert will pulse every second during count down. Remove J3 jumper if the audible tone is not desired. See figure 18.

10.2 POWER LED
This LED will remain on as long as power is applied to unit. Should LED turn off, check that fuse F1 is
good and there is power to the module.

10.3 TB1-8 EXTERNAL CLOCK INPUT
This terminal connects to an output device whose clock signal will drive the internal clock circuit of the
Abort Module. This condition enables exact clock synchronization between the Abort Module and
source. Contact Allestec for further details.

10.4 ALLESTEC 800 PANEL CONNECTION
Refer to figure 5 wire diagram.

10.5 CONTROL PANEL BY OTHERS CONNECTION
Refer to figure 7 to connect the Allestec Abort Module to a non - Allestec control panel.

10.6 MOUNTING HOLE DIMENSIONS
Refer to figure 6 to determine mounting hole spacing for the installation of the Abort Module. This module is designed to be installed in a standard three gang electrical wall box.

10.7 TERMINAL DESIGNATIONS - ALLESTEC ABORT PANEL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

POWER SUPPLY NEGATIVE
POWERS SUPPLY POSITIVE
TRIGGER (+24V) CONNECT TO RELEASE MODULE TB1-7
N.C. CONTACT (PANEL RESET) CONNECT TO RELEASE MODULE TB1-6
N.C. CONTACT CONNECT TO NEGATIVE
N.C. CONTACT
N.C. CONTACT
OPTIONAL CLOCK SYNC OPTION

10.8 TERMINAL DESIGNATIONS - PANELS BY OTHERS - Figure 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

POWER SUPPLY NEGATIVE
POWER SUPPLY POSITIVE
TRIGGER (+24V)
N.C. CONTACT
N.C. CONTACT
N.C. CONTACT
N.C. CONTACT

10.9 TIME COUNT DOWN SETTINGS
Primary Display Board (figure 18): For systems utilizing a main tank circuit without a reserve tank. The
timer can be set to a maximum of 99 seconds by adjusting SW1 and SW2. SW1 on the circuit board
corresponds to the MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT and SW2 corresponds to the LEAST SIGNIFICANT
DIGIT. Adjust the timer to the same time setting as the panel connected to the Abort Module. Example:
IF SW1 is set at 2 and SW2 is set at 5, the timing sequence will commence at 25 seconds and count
down to zero, unless aborted.
Secondary Display Board - optional (figure 19): This board is utilized in systems that include a reserve
extinguishing tank connected to the panel. The secondary display board clock signal is connected to the
primary board, therefore syncing off the same clock circuit. The option display board can be set at a different time starting sequence independent of the primary board. SW1 located on the secondary display
board is the MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT and SW2 is the LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT.

Figure 18. Abort Module P/N 1436 component view

Figure 19. Abort Module P/N 1437 component view

11. GAS MODULE (800-1457)
The NT420 module monitors any industrial standard 4-20mA output signal. This compact microprocessor module displays a linear representation of the input current as a percent of LFL, PPM, or percent of
analog input. There are three set points that can be set in the program routine. If a set point is attained
during operation, the designated panel alarm LED will illuminate and the associated relay will change
state. The operator enters a program mode to establish the operation parameters of the module. Any
time the module is in the program mode, the output relays are disabled and the fault circuit is activated.
Once data is entered into memory, it will remain until changed, even if power is removed from the module.
The recorder output located on the rear terminal strip is a DC current representation of the input. This
output can be connected to a recorder or another style of measuring device.
Each module has an external reset input located on the rear terminal strip. A momentary +24V will reset
the module if its program flag was set to latch.
Although the rack housing can accommodate up to 16 modules, the operator has the option of including
other Allestec modules to further enhance the system's operational performance. Other modules that
can be added to the system are typically the Alarm Module, for example.

11.1 FIELD WIRE INSTALLATION
CAUTION: OBSERVE REGULATIONS AND MAKE SURE THE AREA IS DECLASSIFIED
FOR NON-HAZARDOUS OPERATION BEFORE INSTALLING ANY EQUIPMENT
IN HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS.
Connect the gas sensors and any field devices to the rear mother board plane as shown in figure 5.
After the wires have been connected, route the wires along the rear plane of the panel.
Color coded wires are recommended for ease of identification for installation of the system. The use of
stranded copper wire is recommended in lieu of solid strand wire to eliminate the possibility of breaks
and loosening of connections. For signaling wires, wire sizes smaller than 20 AWG are not recommended, and there will be no more than a total of 5 ohms resistance per each single conductor. For
power connections, wire sizes smaller than 16 AWG are not recommended, and there will be no more
than 3 ohms total resistance per each power conductor. Refer to Figure 5 for proper field wire connections.
CAUTION: SHIELD WIRES MAY BE REQUIRED FOR SENSOR INPUT IF THE
ENVIRONMENT IS HEAVILY ENCOMPASSED WITH RF ENERGY.
Power and ground wire gauge must be of sufficient size to ensure that the voltage drop at the maximum
current draw of the sensor will not reduce operating voltage to less than the manufactures recommended
operating rating at the sensor.
NOTE: Add any power requirements to the power supply if devices are connected to the relays
or fault output of the module.
Observe conditions where the rise of ambient temperature requires power supply derating. Read the
power supply specification sheet for more information. Although some applications utilize an Earth
grounded power supply, Allestec recommends the power supply be floating.
When the rear panel has been wired, verify all connections leading to and from rear panel assembly.
Attach the protective plastic insulator on the standoffs and secure the mounting screws.

11.2 MODULE LOCATIONS - RESTRICTIONS
If the system is integrated with gas and fire modules, follow the recommendation on module placement.
Locating the NT420 Gas Module to the far left is preferable, since the presence of gas usually precedes
the activation of fire. With the exception of the Fault Module, which must be the right most module, as
viewed from the front, the location of the modules within the rack is at the discretion of the installer. If
spare blank slots are included, they must be all located to the far left or far right of the installed modules.
There will be no blanks between the modules. After a module has been located in the rack and wired,
the module must remain at that location unless the wiring on the panel is relocated along with any module relocated.

11.3 FIRST MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Insert a jumper at location J7, figure 21, if this is the first module located on the left hand side of rack assembly, viewed from the front.

11.4 PANEL OPERATION
NOTE: Although this module is capable of presenting the 4-20mA loop current as a percent of
gas concentration, for consistency, the %LFL (lower flammable limit) term is utilized in
the context of this manual.

11.5 POWER UP RESET
Each module, and the entire system, is designed to automatically reset to normal operating parameters
when power is first applied or if there is a power interruption. This statement is true providing the module
is within the 4-20mA range after the restoration of power.

11.6 PANEL NUMERIC DISPLAY
Two seven segment LED's display the real time concentration of gas level between -9 and 100% LFL,
PPM, or percent of analog loop current. These segment LED's also display the programming information
for setting parameters of the module.

11.7 PANEL LED's and RELAYS
Red LED's designate the status of a HIHI alarm or HI alarm. An orange LED designates the Lo alarm. A
yellow LED designates the module is in a fault or program mode. IF any alarm LED's are illuminated,
their respective relays are energized. If the yellow fail LED is illuminated, the fail safe open collector fault
output is de-energized.

11.8 PANEL SWITCHES
Two membrane switches located on the front panel control all the menu functions. The STEP and SET/
RESET switches are depressed to enter into the program mode. The STEP switch increments the program steps and the selected values are stored in memory with the SET switch.

11.9 FAULT RESET
Any time the module display descends to the under range (ur) point, it will enter the Power Up Reset
mode when leaving the under range and initiate the 30 second power up count down. If the module fault
circuit is flagged for latching, then the fault is cleared, depressing the RESET switch will reset the fault
circuit and then commence the time delay count down sequence.

NOTE: Fault circuit is set for latching - If the display descends to the under range and back to
a normal operating point, the fault circuit will latch; however, any incoming alarms will
still activate the module. Resetting the module will induce the time delay count down,
since there was a fault.

11.10 MODULE FAMILIARITY
Refer to Figure 21 to identify the operator serviceable components.

FIGURE 20. Front panel functions

FIGURE 21. Gas Module P/N 1457 component locations

11.11 PROGRAM FAMILIARITY
Prior to entering the program mode, become familiar with the abbreviated text below. These abbreviated
text are sequentially stepped through the numeric display to program the module. The highlighted letters
displayed below are visible on the module numeric LED's.
PG AC HH HI Lo HL LL FL CL CH do -

PROGRAM - momentarily identifies the program mode
ACTUAL CURRENT - displays actual loop current in milliamps for diagnostics (Program is
entered and exited from only here)
HIHI (HIGH HIGH) alarm set point
HI (HIGH) alarm set point
LO (LOW) alarm set point
HI LATCH - sets latching feature for high alarm (see restrictions on page 46)
LOW LATCH - sets latching feature for low alarm
FAULT LATCH – sets latching feature for fault
CALIBRATE LOW - adjusts zero level
CALIBRATE HIGH - adjusts span level
DECIMAL FLAG - sets the NT420 to not display sensor drift from -3 to +3

11.12 PROGRAM MODE - Entering / Exiting
The program mode is easily stepped through to establish the set points, calibrate the module, and flag
the relays for latching status. Before entering the program mode, the module is in its normal operating
mode, displaying the %LFL, providing the calibration is within a displaying limit.
To enter the program mode, depress and hold the SET/RESET switch, and while holding the SET/
RESET switch, immediately depress the STEP switch. Release both switches simultaneously. PG or
program, will be displayed as long as both switches are depressed. The module is now currently in the
program mode. Each mode can be sequentially stepped through by depressing the STEP switch. During the display of the selected mode, the display will alternate between the mode and the current selected value. This alternating "mode --> value" display enables the operator to identify the function currently active in the program mode, while at the same time selecting the proper values. After the last
mode is presented, exit the program in the same sequence as described above at the AC location.
CAUTION: THE VALUES ARE ALWAYS "LIVE" WHILE IN THE PROGRAM MODE AND
THE OPERATOR MUST NOT PRESS THE SET SWITCH UNLESS TO CHANGE
THE VALUE. THE AC MODE READING IS ONLY CHANGED BY THE LOOP
CURRENT CONNECTED TO THE MODULE.

11.13 VIEW DATA
To view data stored in the memory, enter the program mode and note that the first mode to display is the
AC mode. The STEP switch can be depressed, then released, to scroll through the entire loop. Scrolling through the loop will not affect any established parameters unless the SET switch is depressed.

11.14 EXITING and SAVING PROGRAM
Exiting the program mode is allowed only while the display is in the AC mode. This procedure forces the
operator to exit from the AC location since this is the only mode that cannot be modified. Exiting from
any other mode may allow the operator to accidentally adjust a set point or calibration set point while exiting the program mode. Exiting the program mode will initiate the module power up sequence and display
PU (power up) for 5 seconds, then count down the remaining 25 seconds, while remaining in fault. At
this point, any changed values are stored in the non- volatile memory.

11.15 ALARM SET POINTS - Agency Restrictions
Some agency requirements state that the HI alarm cannot rise above 60% LFL and must be latching.
There are modifications that can be made to circumvent these restrictions. This modification can be utilized on applications requiring flow indication or similar requirements. The power must be turned off and
the module removed to make these modifications. After power is applied to the module, new data can
then be programmed. Place a check mark in the appropriate box above to identify a logic change.
Refer to Figure 21 to identify the location of jumpers to remove, thereby removing set point restrictions.
[]

HHL Jumper - HIHI alarm Latch. The HIHI alarm is normally configured to latch. Remove this
jumper to allow the HIHI alarm NOT to latch. There is no change in the program display.

[]

HL Jumper - HI alarm Latch. The HI alarm is normally configured to latch. Remove this
jumper to remove the HI alarm forced latch. When this jumper is removed, the HL mode will
appear in the program display and will allow the operator the choice to latch or not to latch the
HI alarm through the program menu. A 00 in the display indicates the HI alarm relay will not
latch. A 01 indicates the HI alarm relay will latch.

[]

HC Jumper - HI alarm Clamp. Remove this jumper to allow the HI alarm to rise above 60%
LFL. There is no change in the program display.

11.16 DEVIATIONS
Should a module require a customer requested deviation, the module will be stamped with the letters
DEV. Allestec supplies the corresponding S/N data sheet to identify the type of deviation.

11.17 PROGRAMMING
11.18 AC Mode - Reading
Enter the program mode and observe that the first mode is the AC Actual Current mode. This mode is
utilized for entering and exiting the program menu. This mode is helpful for diagnosing the 4-20mA loop
current because it is an actual current meter. The amount of current that can be displayed is from 00 to
25mA. The actual real time loop current will display even if the loop current is changing. The calibration
or set points of the module have no influence on the AC reading.

11.19 HH Set point - Adjusting
Enter the HIHI alarm mode by depressing the STEP switch. To increment the set point, depress the SET
switch and release. The set point digit will increment to the next digit. Press and hold the SET switch to
scan fast through the numeric display. After reaching 99, the display will loop back and commence at
the HI set point + 1, preventing the HIHI alarm from equaling or descending below the HI alarm. If a set
point for the HIHI alarm is desired below the HI alarm, the HI alarm set point must be lowered. When the
desired value has been located, depress the STEP switch to save the value and to move to the next
mode.

11.20 HI Set point - Adjusting
Enter the HI alarm mode by depressing the STEP switch. To increment the set point, depress the SET
switch and release. The set point digit will increment to the next digit. Depress and hold the SET switch
to scan fast through the numeric display. After reaching 60 (see section 11.15), the display will loop back
and commence at the Lo set point + 1, preventing the HI alarm from equaling or descending below the
Lo alarm. If a set point for the HI alarm is desired below the Lo alarm, the Lo alarm set point must be
lowered. When the desired value has been located, depress the STEP switch to save the value and to
move to the next mode.

11.21 Lo Set point - Adjusting
Enter the Lo alarm mode by depressing the STEP switch. To increment the set point, depress the SET
switch and release. The set point digit will increment to the next digit. Depress and hold the SET switch
to scan fast through the numeric display. If the Lo set point equals to or reaches the HI set point, it will
loop back to 00. The Lo set point is not allowed to increment above the HI set point. When the desired
value has been located, depress the STEP switch to save the value and to move to the next mode.

11.22 LL Low Latch - Low Alarm Relay
The LL will be displayed and there are two states to this mode. A 0 in the display indicates the low alarm
relay will not latch. A 1 indicates the low alarm relay will latch. Depress the SET switch to toggle the display to 1. When the desired value has been selected, depress the STEP switch to save the latch mode
and to move to the next step.

11.23

FL Fault Latch - Fault Alarm Output

The FL will be displayed in while in this mode. There are two states to this mode. A 0 in the display indicates the fault alarm signal will not latch. A 1 indicates the fault alarm signal will latch. Depress the SET
switch to toggle the display to 1. When the desired value has been selected, depress the STEP switch to
save the latch mode and to move to the next mode. Anytime the fault circuit is active, the fail LED will
illuminate and the fault output will be active.
NOTE: During normal display operation, the fault annunciation does not inhibit the display
and alarm relays from operating.

11.24 Calibration Technique
The following paragraphs describe the calibration process for familiarity only. Refer to section 11.28 for
the actual calibration of the system. A gas sensor or a current source must be connected to the module
to calibrate. The module must also be receiving its current range that represents the low and high scale
modes. Before implementing the actual calibration, read thorough the calibration process below.

11.25 CL - Calibrate Lo (Zero)
With the module in the CL mode, depress and hold the SET switch and the display will decrement. Hold
the SET switch until the display falls below 00 to approximately -2, then release it. Now discretely depress the SET switch to increment the display reading to 00. NOTE: There is not a one to one correlation between the internal calibration register and the display. The key is to bring the display slightly below
the calibration set point of 00, then discretely depress the SET switch until the display increments to 00.
Out of range If the initial calibration register setting is out of scale, or the input current is out of range, the module will
display ur (under range). Hold the SET switch down until a numerical value is displayed. (This could
take as many as 50 beeps). When the numbers appear, keep holding until the numbers decrement
slightly below 00. Now depress the SET switch until the display increments to 00.

11.26 CH - Calibrate High (Span)
Depress the STEP switch to move to the CH mode. Hold the SET switch until the display falls below the
calibration set point to be obtained, such as 50.00 to approximately 48, then release it. Now discretely
depress the SET switch to increment the display reading to 50 as each beep is heard. NOTE: There is
not a one to one correlation between the internal calibration register and the display. The key is to bring
the display slightly below the calibration standard being utilized, then depress the SET switch up to its
calibration value.
NOTE: 50% LFL is an example and is dependent on the concentration of calibration gas the
operator has selected.
Out of range –
If the SET switch is repeatedly depressed to its top scale, the scale might eventually reach “or” (over
range) and remain there. If the STEP switch is held down continuously, the display will eventually decrement to some lower value then loop directly back up to the higher end of the display.

11.27 d0 - Display Hold
The last program instruction is for sensors that have a minimal drift problem. The module display can be
adjusted to not to respond to any input current ranges that represent a display change between -3 and
+3 and will remain at 00. Depress the SET switch to toggle the d0 to d1. A decimal appears in the display during real time mode to identify that this function is selected. If a set point is selected within this
range, it will be acknowledged. Toggle the SET switch to 0 if this function is not desired. Review section
11.14 to exit program.

11.28 CALIBRATION
The following procedures describe two different styles of routine calibrations. The standard calibration
requires an operator at the sensor to apply the gas and another operator at the module to perform calibration. Remote calibration requires that the module be first calibrated to 4-20mA using a known standard. This calibration allows one operator to apply gas to the sensor and at the same time adjust the remote calibrator at the sensor. If the calibration is difficult to obtain, enter the menu at the AC location to
verify that the loop current is close to the 4mA range @ 0% LFL.
NOTE: It is advisable as described by gas sensor manufactures to let the gas sensor
stabilize for some time after applying power. This stabilize period will keep the
sensor loop current from drifting after the calibration has been established. This
period may take as long as 24 hours.
For standard routine calibration, refer to the following procedure. For routine calibration when a remote
calibration module is utilized, refer to section 11.32.

11.29 STANDARD CALIBRATION
During standard calibration, the module will be in the program mode disabling all alarm relays. Use a
portable gas detector to verify there is no combustible gas present at the sensor. Clean air may also be
applied to the sensor.

11.30

CL - Calibrate Lo (Zero)

1. If the module is not in its CL mode, depress the STEP switch until the CL mode is present.
2. Depress the SET switch until the numeric display reads 00.

11.31 CH - Calibrate High (Span)
1. Depress the STEP switch to bring the module to its CH mode.
2. Verify there is gas in the cylinder to sustain the required gas flow for calibration as specified by the
manufacturer.
3. Screw the regulator valve assembly onto the calibration gas cylinder.
4. Connect the gas dispensing adapt or from the gas cylinder hose to the gas sensor as described by
the manufacture.
5. Depress and turn the gas release valve until it locks into the flow position.
6. Allow the gas to flow for time determined by the gas sensor manufacture.
7. Adjust the display value by depressing the SET switch on the module as described in section 11.26,
until the display indicates the same %LFL as indicated on the gas cylinder.
8. When the calibration has been completed, turn off the gas; remove the gas dispensing adapter, and
then the regulator valve.
9. Depress the STEP switch to loop the program back to the AC mode.
10. Verify that all data that was stored in memory is correct by STEPPING through each mode and viewing the values with their appropriate input current. (NOTE: CH will display 00 with no gas applied).
Continue STEPPING through the program until the AC mode has been obtained.
11. Exit the program mode in the same sequence as described in section 11.14. The time delay will allow the sensor to stabilize while allowing any residual gas in the sensor to dissipate.
12. The module is now displaying the %LFL.

11.32 CALIBRATION - REMOTE
When a remote calibration system is utilized, the module must be locally calibrated with a 4-20mA standard prior to configuring the remote calibration module. This procedure insures that 0% LFL = 4mA and
100% LFL = 20mA, as perceived by the NT420 module.
NOTE: The NT420 module is factory calibrated for the current range listed above; however, it is
recommended that the module calibration be verified before the installation of the
system.
NOTE: Verify that the NT420 module fault circuit is set for non-latching; otherwise, an operator
will be required to reset the module after the remote calibrator is removed.

11.33 CL - Calibrate Lo (Zero)
1. For set up purpose only, connect a 4-20mA standard to the transmitter input of the module (TB1-8).
There is no transmitter connected at this time. Source 4mA to the module from the standard calibrator.
2. Enter the module into its program mode and depress the STEP switch until the CL is obtained.
3. Adjust the SET switch on the module as described in section 11.25, until the numeric display reads
00 %LFL (Zero).

11.34 CH - Calibrate High (Span)
1. Depress the STEP switch to change module to the CH mode.
2. Source 20mA to the module form the calibrator.
3. Adjust the SET switch on the module until the numeric display reads 1H% LFL (Span).
4. Verify that all data that was stored in memory is correct by STEPPING through each mode and viewing the values with their appropriate current. Continue STEPPING through the program until the AC
mode has been obtained. Exit the program mode.
5. The module is now calibrated to accept a remote calibration module.
6. Remove the current source and connect the transmitter to the NT420 Module.

11.35 ACTUAL REMOTE CALIBRATION
CAUTION: OBSERVE REGULATIONS AND MAKE SURE THE AREA IS DECLASSIFIED
PRIOR TO REMOVING ANY EQUIPMENT FROM EXPLOSION PROOF BOXES
NOTE: Do not enter into the program mode to perform remote calibration. When utilizing a
remote calibration module, the NT420 module is automatically placed in the fault
mode when the current meter is placed in the remote calibration module.
NOTE: The module fault latch circuit must be configured for non-latching during remote
calibration; otherwise, an operator will be required to locally reset the fault circuit at
the module.

CAUTION: A GROSS ERROR DURING REMOTE CALIBRATION COULD RESULT IN THE
ACTIVATION OF THE ALARM RELAYS. OPERATOR SHOULD TAKE
PRECAUTIONS AND DISABLE EQUIPMENT CONNECTED TO THE ALARM

RELAYS.
1

Now that the NT420 module is calibrated for a remote calibration module, all further calibrations are
performed at the transmitter location. Inserting the remote current meter at the transmitter will shunt
the current to the module, inducing a fault condition. Since there is no active current being transmitted to the module, the output alarm relays will remain "no change". The alarm relays are NOT disabled during this calibration.

2

Follow the manufactures recommended procedure for remote calibration. The remote calibration
module will be adjusted for Zero and Span. There is no need to observe any data from the NT420
module during this procedure. After the remote calibration meter is removed, the NT420 will start its
30 second time delay sequence and will then display the %LFL.

11.36 DYNAMIC RANGE
The illustration below explains the dynamic relationship of the module input current in reference to its display. These parameters can be viewed when the module is in real time operation.
The module displays a true and accurate representation of the loop current when it is calibrated as indiDISPLAY
OC

DEFINITION
Over current displays when the A-D converter exceeds its high scale. This
mode identifies that too much current is being introduced into the module. The
fault circuit activates.

or

The over range indicates that the upper end of the scale has been reached.

1H

Displays at 100% loop current (20mA 5V) if calibrated.

99

99% LFL

98

98% LFL

50

50% LFL or loop current = 12mA when calibrated.

02

2% LFL

01

1% LFL

00

0% LFL Clean air display - loop current (4mA 1V) if calibrated.

-1

Loop current below 4mA if calibrated.

-2

-9
ur

Under range displays at –10% if loop current is calibrated. The fault circuit activates.

cated in sections 11.33 and 11.34. In this instance, 00 on the display does equal to 4mA and 1H equals
to 20mA. When standard calibration is utilized, the module compensates for the under current or over
current of the connected sensor by electronically expanding or compressing the input current. This is
because as sensor life increases, the current output changes with time. Therefore, the module must
compensate for this aberration. The scale illustrated above is shifted to match the “mock” representation
of the input current during the calibration process. In this instance, 00 on the display may not represent
the true 4mA, and 1H may not represent 20mA; however, the module representation of the sensors current data is accurate.

11.37 RELAY OUTPUTS
Each of the three alarm set points are connected to an output relay. The relays will energize when their
respective LED set point is activated. The relay outputs can be adjusted for normally open or normally
closed. Refer to Figure 21 to establish relay output configurations. The relays are rated 5A, 30VDC resistive; 250VAC.
J1 through J6 are double wide jumpers to accommodate heavy current capacity and it is imperative that
each jumper mating connector correlates to its respective mating pin. The NT420 will trip the alarm output relays as specified below.
ALARM RELAY OUTPUTS
HIHI alarm N.C. J1

HI alarm N.C. J3

Lo alarm N.C. J5

HIHI alarm N.O. J2

HI alarm N.O. J4

Lo alarm N.O. J6

11.38 ALARM MODULE COMMUNICATION (P/N 1442)
Refer to the table below to allow communication between the NT420 and the Alarm Module. Locate the
dip switch SW1 on the module to select the proper function.

NOTE: Switch ON only the desired set point function to activate the Alarm Module. All unde
SW1 ON
Select one set point which will activate the
Alarm Module BELL
(Channel 1)

#2

#3

HH

HI

LO ALARMS

#4

#5

#6

HH

HI

LO ALARMS

SW1 ON
Select one set point which will activate the
Alarm Module HORN
(Channel 2)

SWITCH POSITIONS

#1

SWITCH POSITIONS

sired switch selections will remain in the OFF position. The STROBE circuit (channel
3) of the Alarm Module automatically turns on with the activation of the LO alarm of
the NT420 module.

11.39 FAULT ANNUNCIATION
There are numerous conditions that determine if a fault is to be addressed. In any given circumstance
below, the module will remain in the fault mode as long as the fault remains. Unless the module is in its
program mode, the visual indication that a fault exists is evident by the yellow fault LED. Depress the
reset switch to reset the module after the fault has been eliminated, if the fault status is latching.

11.40 INDUCED FAULTS
1. Initial power application of the module for the first 30 seconds.

2. Entering or exiting the program mode.
3. If the display enters into its over current range, oc.

4. If the display enters into its under range, ur.

11.41 MALFUNCTION FAULTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Defective module, transmitter, or sensor.
Improper wired transmitter.
No transmitter.
No sensor.
Open circuit in sensor or wiring.
An internal microprocessor error. This error would be indicated in the display as a numeric "EP".
Should this fault ever happen, remove power for 10 seconds and then apply power to the unit. If the
problem remains, contact the factory.

7. Sensor fuse blows on the NT420 and looses power.
11.42 TERMINAL BLOCK DESIGNATIONS
Refer to Figure 5.

11.43 REMOTE RESET
The remote reset located at TB2-3 will reset the module when a momentary +24VDC is applied here.
Each module is individually reset unless their reset inputs are connected together.

11.44 FAULT EXTERNAL OUTPUT
The NT420 provides a transistor output where the collector is connected to the rear terminal strip. During normal operation, the open collector located at TB1-7 can sink up to 24 volts at 1 amp. This is a fail
safe current sink and can be connected to a relay coil if desired. Should a fault occur, the collector will
float. This output is floating anytime the fault LED on the front panel is on. Refer to Figure 5 for wiring
information.

11.45 RECORDER OUTPUT
Terminal TB1-10 can be utilize to connect a recorder or similar measuring device. The buffered output of
this terminal is an exact duplication of the input loop current and is unaffected by the module calibration.

11.46 PART NUMBER INFORMATION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

800-1457-1454

NT420 Gas detection module, %LFL

800-1457-1489

NT420 Gas detection module, PPM

800-1457-1490

NT420 Analog input module, percent

12. APPROVED DETECTOR AND APPLIANCE COMPONENTS
Components that carry the Factory Mutual approval are approved by Allestec for connecting to the 800
panel. The user must identify such components and connect them as described in the context of this
manual.
The components operational specifications must fall within the Allestec module specification window to
be utilized correctly. There will be no exceptions for voltages, currents, or loads that may deviate from
the specifications as defined in this manual.
Should there be any questions pertaining to the installation of components, please contact Allestec prior
to installation.

13. MAINTENANCE
Preventative maintenance should be performed within the requirements of NFPA 72 and in accordance
with local and State codes. The final decision making on preventative maintenance should be the local
authority having jurisdiction on the system.

DATE TESTED

COMMENTS

INITIALS

14. WARRANTY
Allestec Corporation warrants the module parts and labor for two years from date stamped on the printed
circuit board. Allestec identifies each module by their unique serial number. Allestec will repair any module found by us to be defective in workmanship or materials. This warranty does not apply to any part or
product that has been subjected to misuse, improper installation, or any type of alterations.
There are no implied warranties of merchantability, fitness or other implied warranties or representations
for any of Allestec's products except the warranty specified herein. In no event shall Allestec be liable for
any consequential, special or other damages attributable to our product except as specified herein.
The foregoing obligations are in lieu of all other obligations and liabilities including negligence, and of all
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise, express, or implied, in fact
or in law, and state Allestec's entire and exclusive liability and buyer's exclusive remedy for any claim of
damages in connection with the sale of furnishing of the products, their design, suitability for use, installation, or operation. Buyer is solely responsible for the proper installation, maintenance and use of the
modules and Allestec will in no event be liable for any special, incidental or consequential damages
whatsoever.

